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Abstract 
Let G = (V,E) be a graph. A set S C_ V is a restrained ominating set if every vertex not in 
S is adjacent to a vertex in S and to a vertex in V - S. The restrained omination umber of 
G, denoted by 7,.(G), is the minimum cardinality of a restrained ominating set of G. Domke 
et al., submitted [3] showed that if a connected graph G of order n has minimum degree at least 2 
and is not one of eight exceptional graphs, then 7r(G)~<(n- 1)/2. In this paper, we characterise 
those graphs of order n which are edge-minimal with respect to satisfying G connected, 6(G)~>2 
and 7r(G)/>(n- 1)/2. (~) 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved 
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1. Introduction 
In this paper, we follow the notation of  [1]. Specifically, let G = (V,E) be a graph 
with vertex set V of  order n and edge set E, and let v be a vertex in V. The open 
neighbourhood of  v is N(v) = {u E V I uv E E} and the closed neighbourhood of  v is 
N[v] = {v} ON(v).  For a set S of  vertices, the open neighbourhood of  S is defined by 
N(S)  = U~,~s N(v), and the closed neighbourhood of S by N[S] = N(S)U S. The sub- 
graph of  G induced by the vertices in S is denoted by (S). The minimum (maximum) 
degree among the vertices of  G is denoted by 6(G) (respectively, A(G)). 
A set S C_ V is a dominating set i f  every vertex not in S is adjacent o a vertex in S. 
(That is, N[S] = V.) The domination umber of  G, denoted by 7(G), is the minimum 
cardinality of  a dominating set. The concept of  domination in graphs, with its many 
variations, is now well studied in graph theory (see [1,4,5]). 
In this paper we study a variation on the domination theme called restrained om- 
ination which was introduced and studied by Domke et al. [2]. A set S C_ V is a 
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restrained ominating set if every vertex not in S is adjacent o a vertex in S and 
to a vertex in V -  S. Every graph has a restrained dominating set, since S = V 
is such a set. The restrained domination number of G, denoted by y,.(G), 
is the minimum cardinality of a restrained dominating set of G. Clearly, 
2. Bounds on the domination number 
The decision problem to determine the domination umber of a graph is known to 
be NP-complete. Hence it is of interest o determine upper bounds on the domination 
number of a graph. Various authors have investigated upper bounds on the domination 
number of a connected graph in terms of the minimum degree and order of the graph. 
The earliest such result is due to Ore [7]. 
Theorem 1 (Ore [7]). I f  G is a graph of order n with 6(G)~>l, then 7(G)<~n/2. 
A large family of graphs attaining the bound in Theorem 1 can be established using 
the following transformation of a graph. The corona of a graph G, denoted by G +, is 
the graph obtained from G by adding an adjacent end-vertex to each vertex of G. Payan 
and Xuong [8] characterised those graphs with no isolated vertex and with domination 
number exactly half their order. 
Theorem 2 (Payan and Xuong [8]). I f  G is a connected 9raph of order n, then 7(G)= 
n/2 if and only if the connected components of G are C4 or H + for some connected 
graph H. 
McCraig and Shepherd [6] investigated upper bounds on the domination umber of 
a connected graph with minimum degree at least 2. 
Theorem 3 (McCraig and Shepherd [6]). I f  G is a connected graph of order n with 
6(G)>~2, and if G is not one of seven exceptional graphs (one of order 4 and six of 
order 7), then 7(G)<,2n/5. 
McCraig and Shepherd [6] also characterised those connected graphs of order n with 
minimum degree at least 2 satisfying 7(G)>~2n/5 which are edge-minimal. Reed [9] 
investigated upper bounds on the domination umber of a connected graph with mini- 
mum degree at least 3. 
Theorem 4 (Reed [9]). I f  G is a connected graph of order n with 6(G)~>3, then 
y(G) ~< 3n/8. 
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Fig. 1. The collection :~ of graphs. 
3. Bounds on the restrained domination number 
If G-(V ,E )  is a connected graph of order n, then V is a restrained ominating set, 
so 7,(G)<~n. The family of  stars KI+. I shows that this bound can be attained. Domke 
et al. [3] therefore investigated upper bounds on the restrained omination umber of  a 
connected graph with minimum degree at least two. Let ,N be the collection of graph.,; 
shown in Fig. 1. 
Theorem 5 (Domke et al. [3]). Let  G be a connected ,qraph o f  order n>~3 with 
(~(G)~>2. [ [G¢:~,  then 7,.(G)<~(n .- 1)/2. 
We will refer to a graph G of order n as an ((n - 1)~2)-minimal ¢lraph if G is 
edge-minimal with respect o satisfying the following three conditions: 
(i) (~(G) ~>2, 
(ii) G is connected, and 
(iii) 7,.(G)>~(n - 1)/2. 
4. A eharaeterisation of ((n -- 1)/2)-minimal graphs 
In this paper we characterise ( (n -  1)/2)-minimal graphs. Let ,~*= {BI, B_, .... B~ }+ 
We will refer to a graph in the collection ~*  as a bad graph. We make three obser- 
vations about bad graphs before proceeding with our main result. 
(1) For any bad graph G of order n, 7, . (G)=n/2 unless G~B2,  in which case 
7,(G) = (n + 1)/'2. 
(2) For any bad graph G=(V,E)  and v E V, there is a minimum restrained omi- 
nating set of  G that contains v. 
(3) For any bad graph G=(V,E)  and L'E V, there is a set DC V {r+} satisfying 
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Fig. 2. The collection {F1,F2 . . . . .  Fl3} of graphs. 
(i) D dominates V - {v}, 
(ii) (V -  D) contains no isolated vertex, and 
(iii) IOl = Vr(G) - 1. 
Let ~= {F1,F2 ..... F:2} be the collection of graphs shown in Figs. 2 and 3. 
We now construct a collection 9ff of  graphs as follows. Let nl ,m be constructed from 
m disjoint 5-cycles by identifying a set of m vertices, one from each cycle, into one 
vertex. Let ~f~l = {HI,m [ m ~> 2}. For i = 2, 3 . . . . .  7, let A'],. = {Hi, m [ m ~> 1 } where Hi, m 
is the graph shown in Fig. 4. For i=  8,9, 10, let ovf/ :  {I-Ii, m,t[m>>-l>>-1} where Hi, m,t 
is the graph shown in Fig. 4. Let ~= {Jt']i [ 1 ~<i~< 10}. We make three observations 
about graphs in the collection ~ U ~ which we will use in proving our main result. 
(4) For any graph GE~U~Vt  ~ of order n, 7 r (G)=(n-  1)/2. 
(5) For any graph GE~U(A,  ~ -~¢~i) and for any vertex w of G that has degree 
at least 3 or that is not adjacent o any vertex of  degree 3, there is a minimum 
restrained ominating set of G that contains w. 
(6) For any graph G E g/t~l and any vertex w of G other than the vertex of maximum 
degree, there is a minimum restrained ominating set of G that contains w, and 
there is no such set containing the vertex of maximum degree. 
We make two final observations. 
(7) If  n~>2 and D is a minimum restrained ominating set of Cn+l with v ED,  then 
ID- {v}[ <<.n/2 with equality if and only if n=4.  
(8) I f  G-~Cn+I, n>~3, and vE V(G), then there is a set DC V(G) -  {v} satisfying 
D dominates V(G) -  {v}, (V (G) -D)  contains no isolated vertex, and IDI <<.n/2 
with equality if and only if n = 4. 
We are now in a position to characterise the collection of all ( (n -  1)/2)-minimal 
graphs. 
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Fig. 3. The collection {FI4,F15 ..... F22} of graphs. 
Theorem 6. I f  G = (V,E) is an ( (n -  1)~2)-minimal 9raph of order n, then G E M*U 
o~ U Of . 
Proof. We proceed by induction on the order n of an ((n - 1)/2)-minimal graph G. 
If n=3,  then G~FI .  I f  n=4,  then G~-BI. Let n>~5, and assume that the result is 
true for all graphs G ~ of order n ~, where n ~ < n, that are edge-minimal with respect o 
satisfying 6(G')>~2, G' connected, and Vr(G')>~(n'- 1)/2. Let G be an ( (n -  1)/2)- 
minimal graph of order n. Before proceeding further, we prove a few results that will 
be useful in what follows. If  e is an edge of G, then y~(G-  e)>~yr(G). Hence, by the 
minimality of G, we have the following lemma. 
Lemma 7. I f  e E E, then either e is a bridge of G or 6( G - e)= 1. 
Lemma 8. I f  G' is a connected subgraph of G of  order n' <n with 6(G')>~2, then 
either G' E ~* or 7~(G~)~(n ' -  1)/2. 
Proof. Applying the inductive hypothesis, G' E ~*  U o~ U ~ or ?r(G') <(n'  - 1 )/2. If 
G 'E  o~U~¢', then, by Observation (4), 7r(G;)=(n; - 1)/2. Hence, if G q~ M*, then 
?r(G')<<.(n;- 1)/2. [] 
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Fig. 4. The collection ~f~ of graphs. 
Lemma 9. Let e = vl v2 be a bridge of  G, and let Gj, G2 be the two components of  
G - e where vl 6 V(Gi). I f  Gi E {B2,B4}, then 7,.(G)~<Tr(GI ) + 7r(G2) - l. 
Proof. Let D2 be a minimum restrained ominating set of  G2. I f  v2 ~ D2, then let D be 
a set satisfying Observation (3) with G= GI and V=Vl. I f  e2 ~D2, then let D consist 
of  the two neighbours of  Vl in G1 if GI =B2 or the two neighbours of vl in Gl and 
the vertex at distance 4 from vl in Gl if Gi ~B4. In both cases, DL)D2 is a restrained 
dominating set of G of  cardinality [D[ + ]D2[ = y,.(GI ) + 7r(G2) - 1. [] 
We now return to the proof of Theorem 6. If G ~ C,, (and still n ~> 5), then 7,.(G)>~ 
(n - 1)/2 if and only if n E {5, 7, 8, 11 }, in which case G E {B2, F3, B4, El0}. So we may 
assume that G is not a cycle. Thus G contains at least one vertex of  degree at least 3. 
Let S = {v E V ] deg v~>3}. Each vertex of  V-S  therefore has degree 2. For each v 6 S, 
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we define the 2-graph of  v to be the component of  G - (S - {r})  that contains c. 
So each vertex of  the 2-graph of  v has degree 2 in G, except for v. Furthermore, the 
2-graph of  v consists of  edge-disjoint cycles through v, which we call 2-qraph cycles, 
and paths emanating from v, which we call 2-graph paths. 
Claim 10. if" ISI = 1, then G~-F5 or Gen i i  U#/-. 
Proof.  I f  S= {v}, then G is constructed from m>~2 disjoint cycles by identifying a 
set of  m vertices, one from each cycle, into one vertex v. Let FI,F2 . . . . .  k;,, denote the 
m cycles passing through v, where Fi ~- C,,,-I for i=  1,2 . . . . .  m. Thus, n = l+  ~j~j'!ln~. 
Suppose ni~>5 for all i. I f  F i~C7 for all i, then / , . (G)<(n-  1)/2. Hence we may 
assume nt ¢ 7. Let DI be a minimum restrained dominating set of  Gt that does not 
contain v, and, for i -2  . . . . .  m, let Di satisfy Observation (8) (with G=F, ) .  Then 
'" Y~'" ( n ; ' , (G)  ~< ~.  I ]Di] ~<ni / '2+~,  2- i -  1 )/2 : (n -m) /2  ~ (n -2) /2 ,  a contradiction. Hence 
n,~<4 for some i, say i=  1. 
I f  nl = 2, then let D, be a min imum restrained dominating set of F, with t, C D, for 
i=  1,2 . . . . .  m. Then, it fol lows from Obser~-ation (7) that (n 1)/2~;, , . (G)~< ] U','! ~ D, i - 
It l  DI / 
[{v}[ + Z i  21 D, -{v}141 + Ei=2 n .,2 =(n -  1)/2, with equality if and only n ,=4 
for i=2  . . . . .  m. Hence i f  ni = 2 for some i, then G if_ .~=. Suppose that n~ ~>3 for all 
i=  1,2 . . . . .  m. 
If n l = 4, then let Di consist of  the two neighbours of  ,, in FI and, for i 2 . . . . .  m, 
let D~ satisfy Observation (8) (with G F~). Then (n - 1)/2-G<7,.(G)~<[ U','I ~ D,[ : 2 - -  
i=2]D i l~2+~i  ~n,/2 (n 1)/2, with equality i f  and on lyn ,=4 fo r i=2 . . . .  m. 
Hence if n~ = 4, then G E ~ ' l .  
Suppose, finally, that nl =3 and that n~=3 or n,>~5 for all i. Let D~ consist of  
a neighbour of  r and the vertex at distance 2 from ~, in Ft and, for i=  2 . . . . .  m, let 
Di satisfy Observation (8) (with G - Fi ). Then (n - 1 )/2 ~< ,,,.( G ) ~< 2 + y~'j," _~ ]Di[ <~ 2 + 
~','! _,(hi - 1 )/2 = (n - m + 1 )/2. Hence m = 2 and ]De[ = (n: - 1 )/2. Necessari ly, n~ =- 3. 
Thus, if  n~ 3, then G~Fs .  [] 
By Claim 10, we may assume that 
Igl>2. (1) 
Claim 11. ! [  S is not an independent set, then G ~ {.~2,,#3, ~ ,  ~ ). 
Proof.  Assume e = uv is an edge, where u, v ~ S. By Lemma 7, e must be a bridge of  
G. Let G1- - (V i ,  El ) and G2 = (~,E2)  be the two components of  G-  e where u ~ l,'~. 
For i 1,2, let IV,]=ni. Each Gi satisfies (~(Gi)~>2 and is connected. By Lemma 8, 
Gi~2d* or 7,.(G,)<~(n,- 1)/2 for i=  1,2. i f  Gi~.~* for i - -1 ,2 ,  then let Di denote 
a min imum restrained dominating set of  Gi. Then Di UD2 is a restrained dominating 
set of  G of  cardinal ity [D1 ] + ]D21 ~< (nl - 1 )/2 + (n2 - 1 )/2 = (n - 2)/2, a contradiction. 
Hence at least one of  G1 and G2 must belong to 2d*, say G~ c .~*. 
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Suppose Tr(G2)~(n2 - 1)/2. If  G1-~B2, then, by Lemma 9, 7r(G)~<2 + ~r(G2)~ < 
n/2-1,  a contradiction. Hence GI E {B1, B3,B4, B5 }. If 7~(G2) ~< (n2-2)/2, then y~(G) ~< 
yr(Gl )+Tr(G2 ) ~<nl/2+(n2--2)/2 = (n--2)/2, a contradiction. Hence 7r(G2) = (n2-1)/2 
and consequently, by the induction hypothesis, G2 E ~ U Jg~. If  G2 ~ J~t or if G2 E Jgl 
and v has degree 2 in ~ l ,  then it follows from Observations (3),(5) and (6) that 
7~(G)~<(Tr(Gl ) - 1) + 7~(G2)<~(nl/2 - 1) + (n2 - 1) /2=(n - 3)/2, a contradiction. 
Hence G2 E Jgl and v must be the vertex of maximum degree in oggl. I f  G1 = BI, then 
G E ~2 - {//2. l }. Suppose G1 ~ B3. If  u has degree 2 in B3 with one of its neighbours 
of degree 2, then 7~(G)=(n-  3)/2, a contradiction. Hence either u has degree 2 in 
B3 with both its neighbours of degree 3, in which case G E Jr3 - {/-/3,1}, or u has 
degree 3 in B3, in which case G E J r4 -  {H4,1). I f  G1 ~B4, then 7r (G)=3 + (n2-  
1 )/2 = 3 + (n -  9)/2 = (n -  3)/2, a contradiction. Suppose G1 ~ Bs. If u has degree 2 in 
Bs, then 7r(G)~<(n- 3)/2, a contradiction. Hence u must have degree 4 in G, whence 
GE~6 -- {H6,1 ). 
Hence we may assume both G1 and G2 belong to ~*.  Suppose, firstly, that G1 TM B2. 
If  G2~--B1, then G~-H2,1. I f  G2 ~B2, then 7~(G)=4<(n-  1)/2, a contradiction. If  
G2 ~ B3, then G ~ H3,1 or G ~ Ha, i. I f  G2 --- B4, then 7~ (G) = 5 = (n - 3)/2, a contradic- 
tion. If  G2 ~Bs,  then G ~ ~6,~. Suppose, next, that GI, G2 ~B2. Thus GI, G2 E {BI,B3, 
B4, B5 }. It follows from Observation (3) that 7~(G) ~< (7~(G~) - 1 ) + (Tr(G2) - 1 ) + 1 ~< 
(n l /2 -  1 )+ (n~/2- 1)+ 1 =n/2-  1, a contradiction. This completes the proof of the 
claim. [] 
By Claim 11, we may assume that 
S is an independent set. (2) 
By (1), IsI >_-2. Suppose that there exists a path of length at least 3 joining two 
vertices of S, every internal vertex of which belongs to V - S. Among all such paths 
in G, let P: U, Vl,V2 .. . . .  vk, v be one of shortest length k+ 1, k>~2. Thus, u, vES  while 
vie V -S  for i=  1,2 . . . . .  k. We now consider the graph G~=G-  {vt,v2 . . . . .  vk} of 
order n' = n - k and satisfying 6(G/) >_-2. 
Claim 12. The 9raph G' is connected. 
Proof. Suppose, to the contrary, that G p is disconnected. Let G1 =(V i ,Et )  and G2 = 
(V2,E2) be the two components of G t, where uEVl (so vEV2). For i=1,2 ,  let 
Iv, I--ni. So n~=nl + n2. Each Gi satisfies 6(Gi)>~2 and is connected. By Lemma 8, 
Gi C ~* or 7r(Gi)<<.(ni- 1)/2 for i=  1,2. If  Gi ~*  for i=  1,2, then Tr(Gi)<~(ni-  
1)/2, whence 7~(G)<.k/2 + yr(G1 ) "-k Tr(G2)<~ k/2 + (nl -- 1)/2 + (n2 -- 1)/2 = n/2 - 1, 
a contradiction. Hence G1 or G2, say Gl, must belong to ~*.  
Suppose G1 ~B2, say G=U,  Ul,UZ, U3,U4,U. If yr(Gz)<~(n2 - 1) /2=(n - k - 6)/2, 
then 7~(G)~<2 + k/2 + (n - k - 6)/2 = (n - 2)/2, a contradiction. Thus 7r(G2)>(n2 - 
1)/2, i.e., Gz c M*. If  G2 ~B2, then 7~(G)~<4 + k/2 = n/2 - 1, a contradiction. Hence 
G2 C {BI,B3,B4,Bs}. Let D2 C V2 and v satisfy Observation (3) (with G=G2), so 
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ID21 =n2/2 - 1 =(n  -k  - 5)/2 - 1. If k=4,  then 7~(G)~t{u2, u3}] + ID2I-4- {L,,, v4} = 
(n - 3)/2, a contradiction. On the other hand, if k ¢ 4, then it is easy to check that 
7,-(G)~[{Ul,U4}[ + tD2] + (k + 1) /2=(n  - 2)/2, a contradiction. Hence G I gBe (and 
G2 gB2). Thus G1 E {BI,B3,B4,B5}. 
Suppose 7,.(G2)~<(n2 - 1)/2. In this case, let DI C V~ satisfy Observation (3) (with 
G = G~ ). Then 7,.(G) ~< ]D~ ]+(k+l)/2+y,.(G2)<~(n~/2-1)+(k+l)/2+(n2- l)/2 = (n '+ 
k -  2)/2 =(n -  2)/2, a contradiction. Hence G2 ~ {BI,B3,B4,Bs}. But then it is easy 
to check using Observations (2) and (3) that 7~(G)~< (n -  2)/2, a contradiction. Hence 
G' is connected. [] 
If a path P exists, we know by Claim 12 that G' is connected. Also, 6(G')~>2 and 
n ~ < n. Applying the inductive hypothesis, G' E ~*  @/~- tO -~' or 7,.(G' ) ~< (n ' -2 ) /2  = (n -  
k -  2)/2. Note that u and v are not adjacent in G' since, by (2), S is an independent 
set in G. I f  ~,r(G') ~< (n' - 2)/2 = (n - k - 2)/2, then 7,-(G) ~< 7,.(G') + k/2 <~ (n - 2)/2, 
a contradiction. Hence G ~ E ~*  Uo~U,~'. 
Claim 13. f f  G 'E~* ,  then GE {B3,Bs,F4,Fs}. 
Proof. The result follows from a straightforward case by case analysis. We present 
a summary of this analysis. If G'~BI,  then G-~B3 (if k=2)  or G~Fs (if k=5) .  If 
I ,,~ G ~ G / "~ G =B2, then F4. If ---B3, then G~-Bs. I fGtE  {B4,Bs}, then 7,.(G)<~(n-2)/2, 
a contradiction. [] 
Claim 14. I f  G' E ~,  then G E {F6,F7 .. . . .  F22}-  {Fs,Fm,FIT}. 
Proof. The result follows from a straightforward case by case analysis. We present 
a summary of this anaylsis. Since u and v are nonadjacent, G' ~FI. If  G' E {F4,FLo, 
FIl, FI2, FI3, Fl5, F21,F22}, then whatever our allowable choice for u and v, 7,.(G)< 
(n - 1 )/2, a contradiction. I f  G' does not belong to this set, then in all the remain- 
ing cases k=2.  I f  G '~F2,  then G~F6.  I f  G '~F3,  then G-~Fv. If G '~Fs ,  then 
G~-F6. I f  G'------F6, then G~-FI4. If  G '~F7,  then G~F13. IfG'~--Fs, then G~F~.  i f  
G' ~ Fg, then G ~ FiB. I f  G ' -~ F14, then G = FIs. If G' ~ F16, then G ~ F20. If G' ~ Ft 7, 
then G~Ftg. If  G'~-F18, then G~-F20. If  G'-~FIg, then G~F21. If  G'~F20, then 
G~- F22. [] 
Claim 15. I f  G /E~,  then G E {F13}UHsUJ~q~gU~t(10. 
Proof. The result follows from a straightforward case by case analysis. We present a 
summary of  this anaylsis. Since S is independent (by (2)), G' ~ .~¢i for i E {2,3,4,6}. If 
G t E {Jt~5, ~7, ~10}, then whatever our allowable choice for u and v, 7,.(G)< (n -  1)/2, 
a contradiction. If G'EJg~l, then GEJ#5 or G~FI3. I f  G 'E~,  then GE,~O. If 
G 'E~%,  then GEoVgl0. [] 
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By Claims 13-15, we may assume that 
all 2-graph paths have length 1. (3) 
Let yES.  Suppose that C:t,,vl,v2 . . . . .  v~_l,v is a 2-graph cycle of  v of  length k, 
where k~>3. Let H=G-  (V(C) -  {v}). 
Claim 16. I f  6 (H)= 1, then G~--Hs, m,I for  some integer m>~l. 
Proof. Since 6 (H)= 1, v must be adjacent o vl,vk- i  and exactly one other vertex, 
u say. By (2), u~S.  By (3), u is adjacent o v and to precisely one other vertex, w 
say, of S. Hence letting H* = G - V(C) - {u}, we note that H* is a connected graph 
of order n* = n - k - 1 with 6(H* ) ~> 2. By Lemma 8, H* c -~* or 7,.(H* ) ~< (n* - 1 )/2. 
Suppose H* c ~2". Suppose H* C {BI,B3,B4,Bs}. Let D C V(H*)  satisfy Observa- 
tion (3) (with G = H* and v = w). Then ),,.(G) ~< (k -  1 )/2 +l{u}l+ IDI = (k - 1 )/2 + 1 + 
(n* /2 -1  ) = (k -  1 ) /2+(n-k -  1 )/2 = (n -2) /2 ,  a contradiction. Hence H* ~ B2. Let D* 
be the set of  two neighbours of  w in H*, and let D be a minimum restrained ominat- 
ing of  the k-cycle C with v C D. Then 7,-(G) ~< [DI 4-[D*[ = 7,.(Ck)4.2, where G denotes 
a cycle on k vertices. I f  k ¢ 5, then 7, . (G)4k/2,  whence 7,.(G)~k/2 + 2 = (n -  2)/2, 
a contradiction. Hence k = 5, and so G = FI 7 = Hs. 1.1. 
Suppose 7~(H*)~<(n* - 1 ) /2=(n  - k - 2)/2. Let D* be a minimum restrained 
dominating set of  H*. If wED*,  then ),,.(G)~k/2 + (n - k - 2) /2=(n  - 2)/2, a 
contradiction. Hence w ~ D*. Let D be a minimum restrained ominating of  the k-cycle 
C with v ED. Then ?,.(G)~ID[+ID* ]<,7, . (Ck)+(n-k-2) /2.  I f k  ¢ 5, then 7,.(Ck) ~<k/2, 
whence 7r(G)~k/2  + (n - k - 2)/2 = (n - 2)/2, a contradiction. Hence k = 5, whence 
~'r(G) ~< (k4.1 ) /2+(n-k -2 ) /2  = (n -  1 )/2. Furthermore, if 7~(H* ) < (n* - 1 )/2 = (n -k -  
2)/2, then 7~(G) < (n - 1 )/2, a contradiction. Hence ?,.(H* ) = (n* - 1 )/2. Consequently, 
k = 5 and H* E ~-U.Yf. I f  H* ~ Jufl, then, by Observation (5), there exists a minimum 
restrained dominating set D* of  H* that contains w, whence, as observed earlier, 
7~(G) ~< (n - 2)/2, a contradiction. Thus H* E ~g'~l, say H* ~ Hl.m for some m ~> 2. I f  w 
is not the vertex of maximum degree 2m in H*, then, by Observation (6), there exists 
a minimum restrained ominating set of  H* that contains w, and so ?~(G)~<(n- 2)/2, 
a contradiction. Hence w must be the vertex of  maximum degree 2m in H*. Thus 
G~--H~,m, 1, where m~>2. [] 
Claim 17. I f  6(H)~>2, then GE {Fs,Fg,FI6}Uo~IU~sU~TU(Jgt~8 - {H~,kl})U 
{Hg, m, l lm>~l>~ 1, m>~Z}U{Hlo, m,11m>~l>>, 1, m~>2}. 
Proof. The graph H is a connected graph of order n / =n  - k + 1 with 6(H)>~2. By 
Lemma 8, H E ~*  or 7r(H)<~(n ' -  1)/2 = (n -  k)/2. 
Suppose H E N*. Suppose H C {Bj,B3,B4,B5}. Let DH C V(H)  satisfy Observa- 
tion (3) (with G=H and v), so ]DH] =n' /2  -- 1 =(n  -- k - 1)/2. Further, let D be 
a minimum dominating set of  the k-cycle C such that v ~ D and such that no vertex of  
V(C) - (DU{v}) is isolated. Then 7,.(G)<<. ]D] 4- IDH] = ]D[ 4- (n - k - 1)/2. If k 54 ,  
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then ID[<~(k-  1)/2, whence 7 , . (G)~(n-  2)/2, a contradiction. Hence k 4. If now 
H ~ B4, then 3',.(G) = 4 = (n -3) /2 ,  a contradiction. Hence either H ~- Bi, in which case 
G~Fs ,  or H~B3,  in which case G~-F~, or H~--Bs, in which case G~FI( , .  Suppose. 
next, that H ~B2, so n=k + 4. Let DH be the set of two neighbours of l~ in H, so 
[Dtfl =2 .  Further, let D be a minimum set of vertices of  V(C) - {v} such that D 
dominates V(C) - {v} and (V(C)  - D) contains no isolated vertex. If k ~ {3,5}, then 
ID] ~(k  2)/2, whence 7,.(G)~< [D I + ]DH[ ~(k  - 2)/2 + 2 = (n - 2)/2, a contradiction. 
Hence either k = 3, in which case G ~ HT. 1, or k = 5, in which case G ~ H1.2. 
Suppose, next, that 7,.(H) ~<(n' - 1 )/2 = (n - k)/2. Let Dr1 be a minimum restrained 
dominating seto fH .  Then} ' , . (G)<~(k-1) /2+]DHl<~(k- l ) /2+(n-k ) /2 - (n  1).:2 
irrespective of whether t, belongs to DH or not. If, however, k - -4  or k ~>6, then 
7r(G)<~(k 2)/2+]Dtf] ~<(n-2)/2,  a contradiction. Furthermore, if IDHI ~<(n-k -  1 ).2, 
thenT,.(G)<~(k 1)/2 + (n -k -  l ) /2=(n-2  )/2, a contradiction. Hence k - -  3 ork=5.  
and ;,,(H) = (n' - 1 )/2 = (n - k)/2. Thus, H C .~ U.~.  
Suppose k 3. If H¢-£: I ,  then, by Observation (5), there exists a minimum re- 
strained dominating set D of H that contains v. It follows that 7,.(G)<~[DI<~(n 
k)/2 = (n -  3)/2, a contradiction. Hence H E-~'l ,  say H ~ Hi .... for some m ~> 2. If ~ is 
not the vertex of maximum degree 2m in H*, then, by Observation (6), there exists 
a minimum restrained ominating set of H that contains z~, whence , , , . (G)~<(n- 3)/2, 
a contradiction. Hence t, must be the vertex of maximum degree 2m in H. Thus, 
G~H7 .... for some integer rn~>2. 
Suppose k = 5. Suppose, firstly, that H ~ .~-. If H ~ Ft,  then G ~ Hr. I- If H ~ F~,, 
then 7,.(G) 4=(n-2) /2 ,  a contradiction. I fH~F4,  then G~-Hs.I .  l fH~F17,  then 
G~H,~.2.1. If H~FI ,~,  then G~H,~.e,~. I f  H-~Fet ,  then G~Hm.2,1. If H~.¢  
{Fi, F> F4, FIT, FI,), F21 }, then 7,.(G) = (n - 3)/2, a contradiction. 
Suppose, next, that H E ~ ' .  Since S is an independent set, we know that H ~ #/'~ L, 
~:4'3U.*4U,;~,. If HE~' I ,  then H~H~ .... for some m>~2, and either G~H~. , , .  ~ or 
G~H~) .... ~.~. If H ~.~5,  then H~H5 .... for some m~>l, and either G~H5 ..... 1 (and 
~: is the vertex of degree 2m + 3 in H)  or G ~Hio.,,,. t (and v is the vertex of degree 3 
inH) .  I fH~.~/+, thenH~/ /7  .... for some m~>l, and G~H7 .... ~ (and v is  the vertex 
of  degree 2m + 2 in H).  If  H~a~s,  then H~-H~.,,,.,, for some m>~l>~l, and either 
G~Hs ..... ~./ (and v is the vertex of degree 2m + 1 in H)  or G~Hs.,,,.~. ~ (and t' is 
the vertex of degree 21 + 1 in H).  If  t t  ~ :~%, then H ~ H~.,,,. / for some m >~ l ~> 1, and 
either G~H~ ..... ~.~ (and v is the vertex of degree 2m+2 in H)  or G~H,~.,,,./~ (and ~, 
is the vertex of degree 2I + 2 in H).  If H ~-~o,  then H ~-H>.,,,./ for some m ~> l ~> 1. 
and either G'~ Hio.,,,+l./ (and v is the vertex of degree 2m + 3 in H)  or G ~ Hlo.,,,/ 
(and t, is the vertex of degree 21 + 3 in H). [] 
By Claims 16 and 17, we may assume next that 
there are no 2-graph cycles. (4) 
Hence, by assumptions (1) to (4), G is a bipartite graph with partite sets S and V-  S, 
where ISI ~>2. 
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Claim 18. I f  lSl=2, then G~--F2. 
Proof. Since IS] = 2, the set consisting of one vertex from S and one vertex from V-S  
is a restrained ominating set of  G of  cardinality 2. I f  n~>6, then 7r (G)<(n-  1)/2, 
a contradiction. Thus n = 5, and so G TM F2. [] 
In view of  Claim 18, we may assume that IS] >~3. Among all the vertices of  S, let v 
have the smallest degree, m say, in G. Let N(v )= {vl,v2 . . . . .  Vm}. Let H= G-  N[v]. 
It follows from our choice of  v and since IS t/>3, that H contains no isolated vertex. 
Claim 19. 6(H)>~2. 
Proof. Suppose, to the contrary, that 6(H)= 1. Then there must be a vertex w of  S of  
degree 1 in H. Let x be the neighbour of  w in H,  and let N(x) = {u,w}. Necessarily, 
u E S. We now consider the graph G ~ = G - (N[v] U {w,x}) of  order n / = n - m - 3. 
Suppose N(v)C  N(w). Then G / is a connected graph with 6(G')>~2. By Lemma 8, 
G' E~*  or 7,.(G~)~<(n t - 1 ) /2=(n  - m - 4)/2. I f  7r(G~)~<(n - m - 4)/2, then by 
adding the vertices v and x to a minimum restrained ominating set D' of G ~ we 
produce a restrained ominating set of  G of  cardinality ID ~] + 2~<(n-  m-  4)/2 + 
2 ~< (n -  3)/2. I f  G~E ~* ,  then, using Observation (3), 7 r (G)~<(n-  3)/2. Both cases 
produce a contradiction. Hence N(v)q~N(w). Thus, by our choice of  v, v and w have 
m - 1 vertices in common. Let N(v) -N(w)= {Vm}, and let N(vm)= {v,z}. We now 
consider two possibilities depending on whether u = z or u ~ z. 
Suppose that u=z.  Then G' is connected. Suppose ~(Gt)>~2. By Lemma 8, G~E ~*  
or 7,-(G~ ) ~< ( n' - 1 )/2 = ( n - m - 4 )/2. I f  7r ( G' ) ~< (n - m - 4)/2, then let D ~ be a minimum 
restrained ominating set of  GC Suppose u E D'. Then either m = 3, in which case 
the two common neighbours, vl and v2, of  v and w can be added to D t to produce 
a restrained ominating set of  G of  cardinality I D~] + 2 ~< (n -3 ) /2 ,  or m >_-4, in which 
case DIU {v, vl, Vm} is a restrained ominating set of G of  cardinality IDOl + 3 ~< (n - 
m - 4)/2 + 3 = (n - m + 2)/2~<(n - 2)/2. Both cases produce a contradiction. Hence 
u ~ D ~. But then adding v and x to D'  produces a restrained ominating set of  G of  
cardinality [D']+2 ~< (n -3) /2 ,  a contradiction. Hence G ~ E ~* .  But then 7~(G) ~< n/2-1.  
Hence 6(Gt )= 1 and u has degree 3 in G. Let y be the neighbour of  u different 
from x and Vm. By our choice of  v, m = 3 and so both v and w have degree 3. Let 
G* = G - N[v] - Nix] - {y}. Then G* is a connected graph of  order n* = n - 8 with 
6(G*) ~>2. By Lemma 8, G* E ~*  or 7r(G*)~<(n* - 1)/2 = (n -9) /2 .  I f  7 r (G*)~<(n-  
9)/2, then adding the vertices {w, v3, y} to a minimum restrained ominating set of  G* 
produces a restrained ominating set of  G of  cardinality at most (n - 3)/2. If  G* E ~* ,  
then, using Observation (3), 7~(G)~<(n-  3)/2, a contradiction. Hence if u=z,  then 
7r (G)~<(n-  3)/2, a contradiction. Thus, u~z.  
Suppose, next, that u¢z .  Then 6(G/)~>2. Suppose G ~ is connected. By Lemma 8, 
7r(G')  ~< (n' - 1 )/2 = (n - m - 4)/2 or G' E M*. Suppose 7~(G') ~< (n - m - 4)/2. Let D'  
be a minimum restrained ominating set of  G ~. I f  u E D ~ and z q~ D', then D / U {v, vl } 
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is a restrained ominating set of  G', whence 7~(G)~<2 + (n - m - 4)/2~<(n -- 3)/2. 
If  u ~ D ~ and z E D ~, then D t U {w, vl } is a restrained ominating set of  G', whence 
7~(G)~<(n - 3)/2. I f  u,z~D',  then D'U{v,x} is a restrained ominating set of  G', 
whence 7~(G)~< (n -3) /2 .  Suppose u,z E D'. I f  m = 3, then the two common neighbours, 
vl and v2, of v and w can be added to D ~ to produce a restrained ominating set of 
G of  cardinality ]D'] + 2~<(n-  3)/2. If  m~>4, then D'U{v, vl,Vm} is a restrained 
dominating set of  G of  cardinality ]D' I + 3 ~< (n - m - 4)/2 + 3 <~ (n - 2)/2. Hence if G ~ 
is connected, then 7~(G)<~(n - 2)/2, a contradiction. On the other hand, if G' ~ ~* ,  
then, using Observation (3), yF(G)<<,n/2- 1, a contradiction. We deduce, therefore, 
that G ~ is disconnected. 
Since G ~ is disconnected, G~ consists of two components, namely a component L~ 
containing u and a component L2 containing v. For i--- 1,2, let L~ have order n~, so 
n ~ =n l  + n2. Now Li is a connected graph of  order ni with 6(Li)>~2. By Lemma 8, 
~r(Li) ~< (r/i - 1)/2 or Li C ;.4~*. Suppose that "Ir(Li) <~ (ni - 1 )/2 tbr i = 1,2. For i = 1,2, 
l e t  D i be a minimum restrained ominating set of  Li. Then {V, Vm,X}UDlUD2 is a 
restrained ominating set of  G of  cardinality 3 + IO~l + ID21~ 3 + (n~ - 1)/2 + (n: - 
1 )/2 = (n -m + 1)/2 ~< (n -  2)/2, a contradiction. Hence FI or F2 must belong to .~*. 
However, if  Lg E ~* ,  then, since G is a bipartite graph, Li is a bipartite graph. Hence 
Fi  or F2 C {B1,B4}. Furthermore, ifL~ E ~* ,  then, since G has partite sets S and V S. 
one of  the partite sets of  Li is the set SN V(Zi). Since there is only one edge in G 
j o in ing  Li, i -- 1,2, to a vertex not in L~, at least one vertex of S N V(Li) therefore has. 
degree at least 3 in Li. Hence Li ~ {BI,B4}, producing a contradiction. We deduce. 
therefore, that 6( H ) >~ 2. [] 
Since G is bipartite, so too is H.  Let H '  be a component of  H (possibly, H = H' ) ,  
and suppose H '  has order n ~. By Lemma 8, H~C M* or yF(H~)<~(n ' -  1)/2. 
Claim 20. ~/F(H')<~(n'-- 1)/2. 
ProoL Suppose that H ~ E ~* .  Since H ~ is bipartite, H ~ ~ Bl or H ~ ~ B4.  Suppose 
H' ~B4, say H ~ is the 8-cycle ul,u2 ... . .  us, ul. We may assume that SN V(H' )= {ul, 
u3,us,uv}. Then every vertex in N(v) is adjacent o at most one vertex of  SN V(H'). 
Furthermore, each vertex of  S n V(H') is adjacent o at least one vertex of N(v) since 
all vertices of  S have degree at least 3 in G. By the Pigeonhole Principle, we may 
assume that ul is adjacent to at most m/4 vertices of  N(v). By our choice of v, 
m=degv~< degul<~m/4 + 2, or, equivalently, m<<,8/3, a contradiction since m>~3. 
Hence H t =~Bi. 
Let w and y be the two nonadjacent vertices of  the 4-cycle H '  that belong to S. 
Let T denote the set of  neighbours of  v that are adjacent o either w or y. Since w 
and y have degree at least 3 in G, each of w and y is adjacent o at least one vertex 
of  T. By the Pigeonhole Principle, we may assume that w is adjacent o at most ITI/2 
vertices of  T, so degw<~lT]/2 + 2. 
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Suppose that H is disconnected. Then IT] ~<m- 1, so degw~(m-  1) /2+2.  By our 
choice of  v, m = deg v ~< deg w ~< (m + 3)/2, or, equivalently, m ~< 3. Consequently, m= 3 
and IT I =2.  We may assume T= {vl,v2} and vlw and v2y are edges. Let H"  denote 
the component of  H different from H'.  Since there is only one edge joining H"  to a 
vertex not in H ~t, H"  ~B1. Let x be the vertex of  H"  adjacent o v3. The graph H"  is 
a connected graph of order n"=n-  8 with J(H")~>2. By Lemma 8, 7r(H")~<(n ~ ' -  
1 ) /2=(n-  9)/2 since H"~ N*. Let D" be a minimum restrained ominating set of  
H".  Either x CD '~, in which case DHU{t,I,y} is a restrained ominating set of  G, or 
x ~ D ~, in which case D" U {vl, v3, y} is a restrained ominating set of  G. In any event, 
7,.(G)~< ]D ~] + 3 ~<(n-  9)/2 + 3 =(n -  3)/2, a contradiction. Hence H is connected. 
Since H is connected, H=H'  and each vertex in N(v) is adjacent to either w 
or y. Let Nw=N(w)NN(v) .  Then NwU{y} is a restrained dominating set of  G of  
cardinality ]Nwl + 1 <~m/2 + 1 = (n - 5)/2 + 1 = (n - 3)/2, producing a contradiction. 
Hence H '~* ,  and so 7, . (H' )~<(n' -  1)/2. [] 
Let Hi .... , Hi, l ~> 1, denote the components of  H. For i = 1 . . . . .  l, let Hi have or- 
der hi, so n l+ . . .  +nt = n -m-1 .  By Claim 20, 7,.(H/)~< (ni-1 )/2 for all i=  1 . . . . .  l. For 
i=  1 . . . . .  l, let Di be a minimum restrained ominating set of Hi, and let D= US=I D,. 
l Then ]D]= ~f=lIDil<-~-~i l( n i -1 ) / z=(n-m-  1- l ) /2<, (n -m-2) /2 .  
Let Ml denote those vertices in N(v) that are adjacent o a vertex of  D in G, and let 
M2=N(v) -M j .  Further, for i=  1,2, let ]Mi] =mi, so ml +m2 =m. I f  ml >~m/2, then 
DUM2 is a restrained ominating set of  G of  cardinality ]D] + m2 ~<(n - m - 2)/2 + 
m/2 = (n-2) /2 ,  a contradiction. Hence mj ~< (m-  1 )/2. Thus, DUMI U {v} is a restrained 
dominating set of  G of cardinality ]D] + mt + 1 ~ (n - m - 2)/2 + (m + l)/2 = (n - 1 )/2. 
Furthermore, if ml ~(m-2) /2  or if ]D I <~(n-m-3)/2, then DUMI U{v} is a restrained 
dominating set of G of cardinality ID] + ml + 1 ~<(n - 2)/2, a contradiction. Hence 
m~ =(m-  1)/2 and ]D] =(n -  m-  2)/2. Consequently, l=  1 and H is a connected 
graph of order n' =n  - m - 1 satisfying 7,-(H)= (n t - 1)/2 =(n  - m - 2)/2, whence 
H E ~ U 24". Hence, since H is also a bipartite graph, the only possible choices for H 
are F2, F5 and Fs. 
Suppose H ~ F2. Let x and y denote the two vertices of  H of degree 3. Thus, 
S = {v,x, y}. We may assume that each vertex in Mj (M2) is adjacent o x (respectively, 
y). But then M~ U {y} is a restrained ominating set of  G of  cardinality ml + 1 = (m + 
1 )/2 = (n - 5)/2, a contradiction. Hence H ~F2. 
Suppose H ~ Fs. Let a and e denote the two vertices of H at distance 4 in H, and 
let a, b, c, d, e denote an a-e path of  length 4 in H. Since c has degree 4 in H, c E S 
and so S = {v, a, c, e}. Consider the minimum restrained ominating set DH = {b, c, d} 
of  H. Each vertex of M1 is adjacent o c. Thus, Ml U {a, e} is a restrained ominating 
set of  G of  cardinality ml + 2 = (m + 3)/2 = (n -  5)/2, a contradiction. Hence H ~Fs. 
Suppose H ~Fs .  Let xl,x2 . . . . .  xs denote the 8-cycle of  H, where xl and x7 are the 
two vertices of  degree 3 in H. Since xl and x7 have degree 3 in H, xl,x7 E S. Thus, 
S={v,  xl,x3,xs,x7}. Consider the minimum restrained dominating set D~t ={xl,x4, 
xs,xs} of H. Each vertex of  M1 is adjacent to either xl or to xs, while each ver- 
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tex of  M2 is adjacent to either x3 or to x:. Thus, MI U{x3,x4,xT,xs} is a restrained 
dominat ing set of  G of  cardinal i ty ml + 4= (m + 7)/'2 =0 l  - 3)/2, a contradict ion. 
Hence H ;~Fs. This completes the proof  o f  the theorem. • 
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